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AEROSHELL OIL DIESEL ULTRA  
 
AeroShell Oil Diesel Ultra is a fully synthetic, multigrade engine oil designed for use in the new generation of 
compression ignition (Diesel) Aviation Piston Engines.  
The formulation has been selected to be suitable in piston engines fuelled by Jet A or Jet A-1 and is designed for use in 
the latest highly rated turbocharged diesel engines under all operating conditions. 
AeroShell Oil Diesel Ultra MUST NOT be used in spark ignition, or Avgas powered aircraft engines. 
 
APPLICATIONS 

 
AeroShell Oil Diesel Ultra is unique in being the only fully synthetic engine oil available in General Aviation.  
It also contains unique Shell approved additives to provide superior piston cleanliness resulting in a clean, 
efficient and reliable engine.  These additives also include a powerful surface acting additive, which bonds to 
the surface of highly loaded engine parts, protecting the engine from scuffing damage. 
 
The oil has been developed with particular reference to excellent component wear protection and engine 
cleanliness, based on flight experience with diesel aero engines in the field over recent years and substantial 
engine and component endurance tests will all major Diesel aero engine manufacturers. 
 
AeroShell Oil Diesel Ultra has been developed to be suitable for use in engines burning Jet fuel and its 
performance has been optimised to cope with the demands of this unique type of engine/fuel combination.  
Its key performance features include the ability to sustain high bearing loads, neutralisation of acid build up 
from the Sulphur present in the fuel and high dispersancy to allow for the relatively high particle loading 
produced when burning Jet fuel. 
  

AERO ENGINE MANUFACTURER’S APPROVALS 

 
MB-Approval 229.5 - recognised and required by the leading Diesel aero engine manufacturers 
 
AeroShell Oil Diesel Ultra is approved for use in the following engines.  Whilst this is correct at the time of 
writing, testing is ongoing to extend this approval listing as new engines are produced. 
 

  

Thielert/Centurion 
Engines 

1.7 & 2.0 Centurion (Other models yet to be produced) 

  

 
  
 

     AUTOMOTIVE SPECIFICATIONS – No Aviation specifications yet defined. 
 

ACEA Meets the requirements of A3/B4 

API Meets the requirements of SL/CF 

SAE Viscosity Grade 5W-30 

 
 

 



 

 
Typical Physical Properties 

Kinematic viscosity (IP 71), cST   
@ 40°C  68.2  

@ 100ºC  12.2  

Density @ 15°C (IP 365), kg/L  0.84  

Flash point (IP 34), °C  215  

Pour point (IP 15), °C  –39  

HTHS viscosity @ 150°C, mPaS  3.50  

 


